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Abstract

Learning everyday tasks, such as walking, drinking from a cup, or playing the guitar, requires our brains to form

and reshape connections between neuronal cells. Even the slightest error in the cellular and molecular

processes underlying our cognitive and motor functions can have devastating consequences on everyday

activities. Due to their importance for forming brain circuits and because they are lost in diseases, neurobiology

focused extensively on neurons. In the last few decades, the field realized that neurons are not the only cell

type that controls brain function and behaviors. Indeed, across species, a non-neuronal, glial cell type called

astrocytes are fundamentally important for regulating neuronal activity, plasticity, and connectivity, which are

mechanisms required for behavioral control, learning, and memory. Previous studies showed that astrocytes

secrete synaptogenic proteins, which bind neuronal receptors to control excitatory and inhibitory

synaptogenesis during development. However, the role of these signaling pathways in adult experience-

dependent synaptogenesis and behavioral control are unclear. I will describe our findings on the role of

Thrombospondin-a2d-1 interaction in adult synaptogenesis and its control of operant behaviors.
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In January 2018, Francesco moved to Duke University (NC, USA) for his postdoctoral studies. Mentored by Dr.

Cagla Eroglu and Dr. Henry Yin, he developed several projects to unveil the role of astrocyte-neuron interactions

in adult experience-dependent synaptogenesis and their control of goal-directed behaviors. Funded by the NIH

grants and the Regeneration Next postdoctoral fellowship, his studies focused on cortico-striatal projections

between the Anterior Cingulate Cortex and the dorsomedial striatum. By combining cellular, genetic, and

molecular approaches with quantitative behavioral analysis, optogenetic, and live imaging in vivo, he found that

the experience-dependent increase in the number of excitatory synapses is the cellular mechanism utilized to

reduce efforts when the effort/gain relation is not favourable. This mechanism can be regulated by the

astrocytes-neurons synaptogenic pathway triggered by the Thrombospondin-α2-1 interaction. As a postdoc,

Francesco kept training technician, undergraduate, and graduate students. He also contributed to the

development of other projects between the two laboratories. Together, his work produced 4 peer-reviewed

publications and 2 preprints currently in revision.
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